UNIVERSAL TRAP INSTRUCTIONS

WIDE PROTECTIVE LID
Offers good protection from weather elements.

EASY TO ASSEMBLE
Replacement parts are also available.

DURABLE PLASTICS
Traps can last for many years.

COLOUR OPTIONS:
LID - green
Funnel - green or yellow
Base - green or white

SUPERIOR PLUME DISPERSAL
Pheromones disperse for more precise insect orientation and reduced contamination of trap outer surfaces.

CONVENIENT CATCH REMOVAL
Catch buckets are easily removed or attached.

DRY TRAPPING ADVANTAGES
Drain holes allow for dry trapping. Insects are better preserved to avoid obnoxious smells and for easier identification.

TRAP PLACEMENT IN THE FIELD
A). Avoid placement near vertical surfaces or objects that would obstruct free movement of air.
B). Consult available Great Lakes literature on insect trapping with pheromone traps.
C). Consult Product Instruction Sheet provided with each Great Lakes lure purchase.
D). Consult with local pest management experts. Consider the following:
   * Agricultural extension personnel associated with federal, provincial (state), university, agencies
   * Private consulting firms
   * Field personnel at growers cooperatives
   * Knowledgeable members of agricultural and related clubs and associations.

COLLECTION, MAINTENANCE, AND STORAGE
A). Collections
   Collect on a regular and frequent basis to be able to respond quickly to potential problems before they become REAL problems. Collect catches in clear plastic bags (ziplock variety is good) that have been labeled with identity markers. UNITRAPS kill insects through entrapment. Not all trapped insects will be dead and they may escape as catches are collected. To avoid escape try:
   a). vigorously shaking the trap before opening, then quickly transferring the catch to a collection bag.
   b). spraying a small amount of ether from commercially available spray cans (e.g., ether engine starter sprays) into the funnel opening prior to opening the collecting bottle, then quickly transfer insects.
   c). using a small portion of available flea collars or pesticide strips continually in the collection base. Note: We cannot recommend the use of a chemical pesticide within a pheromone trap but are reporting what others tell us they have done.
B). Maintenance
   a). when collecting catches look for any obvious impediments to having the trap fully functional, such as blockage in the funnel which prevents insects from entering.
   b). ensure the lure is properly attached to or contained by the lure holder. Do not exceed the recommended lure lifespan.
C). Storage
   a). remove all lures from lure holders and discard the lures.
   b). wash traps with a concentrated warm soap solution to remove any residual smells.
   c). store where convenient, but away from intense sunlight or heat.
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